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Visual Learning

HELLO WORLD.

Learning German is no easy task for non-native speakers: The language is complex and difficult – with an
immense vocabulary and a grammar that is very hard to master. German is also a wonderfully precise
language and many words have found their way into other languages thanks to their unmatched accuracy:
Zeitgeist, Kindergarten, and Weltschmerz are just a few examples.
At PONS Verlag, we have made it our task to make languages as easy and
accessible as possible. The completely new concept used in the “visual learning”
series helps learners retain the material using visual representations.

EVERYONE CAN
LEARN GRAMMAR!
German grammar is finally
understandable with “Grammar in
Pictures”! Complex and „dry“ rules
are explained in a clear and simple
manner. Visual aids like images
and charts help learners overcome
even the most difficult topics.

Our expansive range of offers, including audio files for pronunciation, digital
look-up features, apps and more, provides learners with the most immersive
experience possible.
Language is the key to opening a world of possibilities.

The grammar book for those who
find grammar hard and unpleasant.
For beginners and advanced
learners up to level B2.

Enjoy the read!
Best regards,

Erhard Schmidt
Publishing Director PONS

Monolingual German

Grammar in Pictures
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562743-7
€ 17,99 [DE] / € 18,50 [AT] /
Fr. 20.70 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German

THE 1,500 MOST
USEFUL WORDS FOR
EVERYDAY LIFE
Monolingual German with word lists for download
in 8 languages: Arabic

The right words for every
situation: Quickly translate and
understand words via thematically sorted images. Pronounce
correctly: With transcriptions for
each word.

A PICTURE IS WORTH
A THOUSAND WORDS
Learning languages and looking
up words has never been easier!
All the words you need:
With 6,000 terms and phrases from
the most important areas of life.
Pronounce correctly:
With transcriptions for each word.
Visual memory:
Recall and retain vocabulary better
thanks to images.

Extra
German as a Foreign Language:
Learn faster: Learners can jot
down the translation of the word in
the space provided – creating their
own personal dictionary!

Easy to find:
Quickly find the correct word in the
bilingual index.
EXTRA: Bilingual dictionary
download – all words in Arabic,
English, French, Italian, Polish,
Russian, Spanish and Turkish.		

Picture Dictionary – 1,500 words
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-516002-6
German, source language Arabic
ISBN 978-3-12-516040-8

Picture Dictionary
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-517967-7

€ 4,99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 5.80 [CH] (UVP)

New
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Bilingual
German – Arabic

€ 9,99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)
Download
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Language Courses

Language Courses
Monolingual German with word lists for
download in 4 languages:

CONVERSATIONAL
IN 5 HOURS

STEP-BY-STEP
TO SUCCESS
Learn more efficiently with the
new PONS principle:
Immerse – understand – apply:
The textbook and audio CDs
expand learners’ knowledge of
German. They will deepen their
grammar and vocabulary, read
engaging texts and learn to
communicate at the B2 level.

Gain solid basic knowledge in
25 mini lessons. A lesson can be
completed in less than fifteen
minutes. This means learners can
join the conversation after just
a few hours. Free time, friends,
shopping: One lesson, one topic –
learners can jump right in
depending on the situation.

With the online tests, learners
can test their skills via interactive
exercises and thereby stay
motivated to continue.

EXTRA: Audio training for the
250 most important sentences
for traveling, MP3 download for
pronunciation training. With
downloadable word lists for English, French, Spanish and Russian.
Mini Language Course
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562791-8

Download

€6.99 [DE] / €7.20 [AT] / Fr. 8.00 [CH] (UVP)

A list with all of the words and
phrases from the lessons is
available online with translations
in English, French, Russian and
Spanish.

NEW

For beginners with basic knowledge and returning learners (A2)
to advanced learners (B2).
The multimedia and multi-sensory
language course for German as
a foreign language includes a
textbook, 2 audio & MP3 CDs and
online tests.

GERMAN AS A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
COMPLETE
Proven learning method:
With a total of 32 training units,
learners can reach an advanced
level (up to B2).

Book

€29.99 [DE] / €30.90 [AT] /
Fr. 34.50 [CH] (UVP)

€9.99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German with word lists for download
in 6 languages: Arabic

© Shutterstock/Noppasin
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Diverse material:
Numerous exercises and exciting
texts cover all of the necessary
areas.

MP3-CD

Online
tests

The Complete Course
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562763-5

Comprehensive listening material:
Over 160 minutes of audio texts
get learners comfortable with the
unique sound of the language.

The Big Language Course
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562853-3

Audio+
MP3-CD
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Monolingual German with word
lists in 4 languages:
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Language Courses
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Vocabulary
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Only for learners who are fluent in
the source language

4 WEEKS TO SUCCESS

LEARNING
VOCABULARY WITH
THE 5-SLOT METHOD

Book with audio + MP3 CDs and
short online tests.
Audio+
MP3-CD

Online
tests

5
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Includes vocabulary cards.

Source language English

3

800 thematically sorted vocabulary
cards with 1,500 examples and
phrases. The proven 5-slot method
for learning success.

The 4-week method offers a
complete learning plan with 24
concise lessons and 4 repeat units.
The pages with the “Power Info ”
show the most important elements
of each lesson at a glance.

2
1

Extra: Picture cards with the
100 most important words help
learners retain the vocabulary in
long-term memory. 		

Learners can measure their daily
progress with 24 online power
tests.

HERE’S HOW THE 5-SLOT LEARNING PRINCIPLE WORKS:

Power Vocabulary Box
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562716-1

Power Language Course in 4 Weeks
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-561949-4

€14.99 [DE] / €15.50 [AT] /
Fr. 17.30 [CH] (UVP)

€26.99 [DE] / €27.80 [AT] /
Fr. 31.00 [CH] (UVP)

1

All words that are not yet memorized are placed in slot 1.

2 Go through the cards from slot 1. If you know the translation, place the card
in slot 2. If not, return it to slot 1.

3 Repeat the cards in slot 1 until you have them down and then insert them
into slot 2.

4 As soon as slot 2 is full, repeat the process with the cards in it. If you cannot

remember a word, put it back into slot 1. If you still know the word, place it in
slot 3. Do the same with slots 3 and 4. Important: Vocabulary words that you
no longer remember always go back to slot 1!

5 You did it! When all the cards are in slot 5, the words should be anchored in

Le v e l

your long-term memory.

A1 / A2

The German vocabulary words are
translated into English, French,
Spanish and Russian on the rear side.

© Thinkstock/TommL

Quickly and easily learn the
successful 5-fold principle with
the 4 divider cards.

The vocabulary words are arranged thematically. Each word is supplemented with an
indication of the correct pronunciation and
a sample sentence for correct application.
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Vocabulary & Grammar

FIT IN GRAMMAR
AND VOCABULARY –
THE SUCCESSFUL
PRACTICE PROGRAM

IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING AND
SPEAK WITH EASE
Vocabulary and pronunciation can
be targetedly learned and trained
through vocal repetition. Learners
can practice with exciting stories
and improve their listening comprehension and communication.

Training for all important
grammar or vocabulary topics in
a single book. The exercises are
organized by degree of difficulty.
Learners can expand their knowledge with numerous interesting
and useful tips as well as look up
unfamiliar words and phrases in
the convenient attached glossary.
Stay linguistically fit with puzzles!
Learners can refresh their language skills with 250 diverse puzzles.

Vocabulary & Grammar

Monolingual German with word lists
in 5 languages:

With full translation in English,
French, Russian and Spanish.

Monolingual German with an
English word list

3 difficulty levels, ranging from
easy to difficult, allow for targeted
practice. Many additional explanations and tips provide all kinds of
useful and amazing information on
the language and culture. All of the
words that occur in the puzzles can
be found in the word list at the end
of the practice section.

Audio Training Plus
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562725-3
€12.99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 15.00 [CH] (UVP)

Book

Audio+
MP3-CD

Le v e l

A1 – B1

250 Grammar Exercises
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562663-8
250 Vocabulary Exercises
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562673-7
Each €9.99 [DE] / €10.30 [AT] /
Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)
250 Puzzles
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562709-3
€5.99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 6.90 [CH] (UVP)

Only for learners who are fluent in
the source language

Le v e l

A1 – B2

Monolingual German with word lists
in 5 languages:
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Grammar & Spelling
Monolingual German

ALL OF THE
IMPORTANT RULES –
SIMPLE AND EASYTO-UNDERSTAND
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THE MOST POPULAR
GRAMMAR
REFERENCE!

Be

No. 1
grammar

book

Extra: With over 100 online
exercises for practice and greater
learning success. 		
Concise Grammar
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562693-5

German Grammar & Spelling
ISBN 978-3-12-561779-7

Online
exercises

€7.99 [DE] / €8.30 [AT] /
Fr. 9.20 [CH] (UVP)

€9.99 [DE] / €10.30 [AT] /
Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German

IDEAL FOR LEARNING,
PRACTICE AND
REFERENCE

FOR WORK, SCHOOL &
GENERAL EDUCATION
Learn to write error-free –
German spelling: According to the
latest official rules. With many new
words – e.g. Datenbrille, Drohnenkrieg, Whiteboard, Crowdsourcing
and Digital Native.

Learn all of the important grammar
rules quickly and thoroughly via
simple explanations, lots of examples and tips on exceptions and
stumbling blocks. Diverse exercises
follow each chapter to solidify
learning success.
Extra: With 120 online exercises,
organized by chapter.
Monolingual German

German Spelling
ISBN 978-3-12-517378-1

Practical Grammar
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-561909-8

German Grammar
ISBN 978-3-12-562861-8

€16.99 [DE] / €17.50 [AT] /
Fr. 19.60 [CH] (UVP)

Each €10.00 [DE] / €10.00 [AT] /
Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)
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Very clear with simple explanations
and understandable examples.
The most important information is
summarized in practical overviews –
providing a quick grasp of grammar
rules. Grammar terms and a
detailed keyword index is included
in the appendix.

Everything in one book:
Simple grammar explanations
and examples answer common
questions. Numerous tips help
learners regarding capitalization,
compound words and frequent
stumbling blocks. With detailed
rules for comma usage and
punctuation. The subject index and
extensive keyword index allow for
quick referencing.

German grammar: All grammatical
subjects of the German language.
With numerous examples and
useful references.

Grammar

Online
exercises

o!

Monolingual German

Source: The best-selling grammar reference (up to B2) under 15 euros in product category 862 according to GfK Entertainment GmbH Deutschland, for 2014.
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Language learning materials

Verb Tables

TAKE THE TENSION
OUT OF THE TENSES

THE MOST IMPORTANT VERBS AND
SPELLING RULES AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS

Successfully learn the verb forms
and their application.
Practice everything important
about verbs, tenses and modes.
Select the exercises that fit your
language level: from A1 (Beginner)
to B2 (Advanced). Start each topic
with an overview of the most important basic information. Look up
unfamiliar words and phrases comfortably in the attached glossary.

Monolingual German

Thanks to its handy format, the
wheel can be used anywhere.
The clever wheel system and
clear design allows for a quick and
targeted look-up of individual verb
forms and spelling tips.

THE 99 MOST
IMPORTANT VERBS
Find the right verb form quickly
and easily with these double-sided
conjugation tables in a handy
pocket format.

German Verb Wheels (Pack of 5)
ISBN 978-3-12-517063-6
€1.99 [DE, AT] / Fr. 2.30 [CH] (UVP)

Training Verbs & Tenses
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562758-1

Useful supplementary infos:
Including an overview of irregular
verbs and important prepositional
modifications.

€7.99 [DE] / €8.30 [AT] /
Fr. 9.20 [CH] (UVP)

LOOK UP VERB
FORMS QUICKLY
AND APPLY THEM
CORRECTLY

Monolingual German with word lists
in 5 languages:

TYPICALLY GERMAN!
LEARN GERMAN IN A
NEW WAY ...

Monolingual German with word lists
in 4 languages:

Two-page principle: On the left,
learners have clear conjugation
tables with the translation of the
verbs into German, while useful
phrases, examples and tips are on
the right side.

In 20 large quizzes, learners will
become experts on the country
and be able to avoid cultural and
linguistic pitfalls. Test your knowledge and learn many new things
about the language, country and
people.

€9.99 [DE] / €10.30 [AT] /
Fr. 11.50 [CH] (UVP)

Lots of extras: A grammar book
with explanations on formation
and application, exercises and a
final test helps learners master
the verbs in no time at all!

© Thinkstock/bhofack2

Exploring Brandenburg Gate
ISBN 978-3-12-562726-0

EXTRA: Includes the vocabulary
training app with 1,000 terms for
iOS and Android.
App

Monolingual German

Understand Germans –
their language, culture and
peculiarities.
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Mini Verb Tables
German 		
ISBN 978-3-12-561925-8
€4.99 [DE] / €5.20 [AT] / Fr. 5.80 [CH] (UVP)

Le v e l

A1 – B2

Extra: With online videos: In the
video tutorials, a language teacher
explains how the most important
verb forms are used.
Verb Tables Plus
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-562650-8
€7.99 [DE] / €8.30 [AT] /
Fr. 9.20 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German
Film

German Test for Immigrants

Basic communication

GUARANTEED
SUCCESS FOR THE
GERMAN TEST

SIMPLY POINT –
FOR ALL LANGUAGES
With these 550 images, users
can communicate on the most
important topics without words.

Test yourself:
You get three complete example
tests covering all of the necessary
tasks, including listening, writing,
reading and speaking along with
audio recordings on 2 CDs and
detailed solutions.

Are you looking for an accommodation? Or a vegetarian meal?
Simply point to what you need.
No matter where you are: Simply
pointing will get the conversation
started.

No unanswered questions:
All test tasks are explained stepby-step and are supplemented
with tips on preparation, taking the
test and solution options.

EXTRA: With the downloadable
pointing dictionary e-book, you
always have the most important
pictures ready on your mobile
device.

Learn more:
The book also provides practical
information on the test itself,
particularly on the prerequisites,
formalities, testing process, codes
of conduct, etc.

E-Book

Pointing Dictionary ISBN 978-3-12-517596-9
€4.99 [DE] / €4.99 [AT] /
Fr. 5.80 [CH] (UVP)

Practice makes perfect:
Vocabulary regarding all of the
important topics, such as work,
agencies and media, can be
practiced topic for topic.
German Test for Immigrants
ISBN 978-3-12-562714-7

Audio+
MP3-CD
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For travelers,
source language
English

EXCUSE ME, WHICH
WAY TO THE TRAIN
STATION?
Never speechless: Find the right
sentence for every situation.

Monolingual German with word lists in
6 languages: Arabic

Understand and be understood:
Reach your destination with
confidence thanks to the bilingual
dictionary.

€12.99 [DE] / €13.40 [AT] /
Fr. 15.00 [CH] (UVP)

Like a local: Understand the country
and its people better with insider tips.

„The European
Language Certificates“

© Thinkstock/Szepy

Off the beaten path: The integrated
menu ensures that you get your
order right in any establishment.
EXTRA: Pronounce correctly – with
example sentences to listen to as
an MP3 download.		
Download

Travel Phrase Book ISBN 978-3-12-518654-5
€12.99 [DE] / €13.40 [AT] /
Fr. 15.00 [CH] (UVP)

© Shutterstock/Noppasin
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At a Glance

At a Glance

At a Glance

Includes:

Grammar

Basic rules for grammar with explanations and example sentences.

Tenses

Peace of mind: All tenses at a glance, with easy-to-understand explanations,
tips and meaningful example sentences. Plus: Large infographics make
learning easier

Verbs

The most important irregular verb forms at your fingertips.

• 6 pages of laminated folding
cards in DIN A4 format.

Typical Mistakes

Avoid the most common pitfalls and embarrassing mistakes!

• Wipeable material.

Spelling &
Punctuation

Write with confidence: The rules for spelling and commas.

Commas

Understanding at last: Every German comma rule at a glance.

THE PRACTICAL
„CHEAT SHEET“ FOR
QUICK REFERENCE
AND PRACTICE

• Holes for easy filing.

Download

Extra: With additional useful
information available for download.
At a Glance – German
Each €5.00 [DE] / €5.20 [AT] /
Fr. 5.80 [CH] (UVP)
Grammar:

ISBN 978-3-12-561897-8

Verbs:

ISBN 978-3-12-562667-6

Typical Mistakes: ISBN 978-3-12-562703-1

NEW
Monolingual German

Spelling &
Punctuation:

ISBN 978-3-12-561234-1

Commas: 		

ISBN 978-3-12-562698-0

Tenses:

ISBN 978-3-12-562802-1

Monolingual German
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German at the Office

Dictionaries

SAMPLE LETTERS,
TEXT COMPONENTS
AND EXERCISES FOR
THE USUAL BUSINESS
EVENTS

FOR THE BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL –
THE IDEAL DICTIONARY FOR
LEARNING GERMAN
In the book: With 42,000 keywords, phrases and usage details.
The vocabulary for the German as
a Foreign Language certificate is
marked. Includes word explanations and lots of information on
grammar as well as the correct use
of verbs in sentences. A detailed
info section on life in Germany provides expertise and many language
tips – from the registration authorities to clubs, from the naturalization test to studying in Germany.
With a rules on spelling and a short
grammar in the appendix.

More than 20 clearly structured
chapters with topics like appointments, requests, orders, offers and
reminders. Text components and
many sample letters on each topic.
Practical exercises with solutions
and tips.
In the appendix: Useful expressions,
abbreviations and detailed word
lists in both languages. With fivelanguage word lists.
Extra: All of the text components
are available for download online.

€19.99 [DE] / €20.60 [AT] /
Fr. 23.00 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German

Download
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NEW

In the intelligent online dictionary:
Look up once –
Get 5x the knowledge
	All keywords and example
sentences as audio.
	With translator function for
entire texts.
	With supplementary information from Wikipedia®.
	With illustrative images
related to the search term.
	With additional videos
related to the word.

Compact Dictionary German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-516010-1 €18.99 [DE] / €19.60 [AT] / Fr. 21.90 [CH] (UVP)

Office Communication
German 		
ISBN 978-3-12-561867-1
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Monolingual German

Online
dictionary

THE DICTIONARY
FOR PROFESSIONALS
Current, comprehensive vocabulary.
Includes business, IT, legal and
scientific terminology. Covers all
registers, from colloquial language
to literary. Detailed segmentation
of translation variants.
Extra: With online dictionary and
verb wheel.				
Large Dictionary
German as a Foreign Language
ISBN 978-3-12-517429-0
€29.99 [DE] / €30.90 [AT] /
Fr. 34.50 [CH] (UVP)

Monolingual German with word
lists in 4 languages:

CD-Rom

Verb
wheel

Bilingual Dictionaries
PONS BILINGUAL GERMAN DICTIONARIES
We offer a large range of bilingual dictionaries for the German language.
In general, most explanations, info-boxes etc. are in German. The source language is also
German in dictionaries containing language guides with phrases for travelers etc.
We offer dictionaries in different sizes and formats. Not all sizes are offered for all languages.
For details and availability for your country, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

SELECTION / EXAMPLES:

Practical
dictionary

Basic
dictionary

Standard
dictionary

Compact dictionary

Large dictionary

ContacT
Retailers

may address any inquiries and orders to:
Ms. Astrid Wössner
International Sales Manager
a.woessner@klett-sprachen.de

Distributor

Stuttgarter Verlagskontor SVK GmbH
P.O. Box 10 60 16
70049 Stuttgart
Germany

	Phone: +49 (0)711 6672-1100
Fax:
+49 (0)711 6672-1974
svk@svk.de
www.svk.de

PONS GmbH

Stoeckachstrasse 11
70190 Stuttgart
Germany
(04/2016)
Picture credits:
If we have not managed to find the correct
copyright holder, justified claims will be
settled according to common practices.

